Welcome CYstarters Cohort 7!

Miranda Keith - Tiny Joy Creations
D’essence Morris - HUSTLR.ESSENCE
Jake Hanson - Northwest Iowa Quality Meats
Miranda Ekern - Ekern Designs
Hayden Havelka - Bit Basement
Julio Delgadillo - Buoy Club
Parker Jameson - Formed Grips
Armaan Gupta - KreativeBigWin
Welcome CYstarters Cohort 7!

Cameryn Schafer
Spock’s Sanctuary

Cole Reiman
Spock’s Sanctuary

Collin Gauck
Campus Town Trading LLC

Jacob Kautman
Campus Town Trading LLC

Micah Walker
Stratus Throws

Pradyumna Dahal
Casium

Henry Shires
Casium

Phillip Gorni
Safety Scan

Jassma’ray Johnson
Simply Sámone